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The Prosecutor v. BagosnrtJ, Kabiligi, Niahak.uze and Nsengiyumva, Case No. /CTR-98-41-T 

THE JNTERNA TIONAL CRIMINAL TRIBUNAL FOR RWANDA 

SITTING as Trial Chamber I, composed of Judge Erik Mese, presiding, Judge Jai Ram 
Reddy, and Judge Sergei Alek.seevich Egorov; 

BEING SEIZED OF the "Motion Requesting the Tria[ Chamber to Admit a Stalemenl by 
Deceased Witness LG-1/U-03", etc ... filed jointly by the Nscngiyumva and Bagosora Defence 
on 16 October 2006; 

CONSIDERING the Prosecution Response, flied on 26 October 2006; 

HEREBY DECIDES the motion. 

INTRODUCTION 

1. Tile Nscngiyumva and Bagosora Defence jointly request that the Chamber admit into 
evidence, pursuant to Rule 92 bi:i of the Rules of Procedure and Evidence, a statement fiven 
to the Nscngiyumva DetCnce team by Witness LG-1/U-03 shortly prior to his death. The 
witness held an important post related to communications in the Rwandan Anned Forces in 
1994. He came to the Tribunal in the summer of 2005 but was unable to appear due lu 
scheduling difficulties. Refore the witness could return to give his testimony, he became 
scrlously ill. Two members of the Nsengiyumva Defence met with the witness several times 
in January 2006, resulting in a four-page statement signed by the witness. According to 
documents submitted by the Defence, the witness passed away on 10 February 2006. 

2. The Prosecution opposes the admission of the statement on the basis that it goes to 
proof of the acts and conduct of the Accused, and that it lacks sufficient indicia of reliability 
to comply with the requirements of92 bis (C).2 

DELIBERATIONS 

3. Rule 89 (C) provides that "[a] Chamber may admit any relevant evkknce which it 
deems to have probative value". This discretion is guided in rc.spt:K-'1 of t~·timonial evidence 
by Rule 90 (A), which requires that ''[w]itnesses shall, in principle, be heard directly by the 
Chambers", Rule 92 his does, however, allow a statement of a witness to be admitted into 
evidence in lieu of oral testimony provided that it concerns "proof of a matter other than the 
acts and conduct of the accused as charged in the indictment". In addition to this requirement, 
the Chamber must exercise its discretion, in accordance with the criteria set out in Rule 92 bis 
(A)(i) and (ii), to detennine whether the statement should be admitted? Factors which. favour 
admission include the fact that oral evidence has been heard on similar facts; provides an 
historical. political or military background; or relates to the character of the accused. Factors 

1 Motion, para. I. 
2 Response, paras. 6-9. 
J Bagosora et at., Decision on Admission of Statements by Decea~cd Witnesses (TC), 19 January 2005, para. 
15; Muhimana, Decision on the Prosecution Motion tOr Admission of Witness Statements {Rule 89(C) and 92 
his) (TC), 20 May 2004, para. 26 ("Thus, the Chamber finds thal although Rule 92 bis (C) provides for the 
specific situation where a wit!leSS has died or is untraceable, it remains part of Rule 92 his as a whole, and the 
conditions laid down in Rule 92 his (A) for admissibility remain valid as the umbrella section of the whole 
provision"); Galic .. Cas<: No. IT·98-29-A, Decision on Interlocutory Appeal Concerning Rule 9"1'his (C) (AC), 7 
June 2002, para. 24 ("Galic Decision") ("Rule 92 bis (C), however, does not provide a sep11rate and se!t~ 
contained method of producing evidence in written form in lieu of oral te~timony"). 
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weighing against admission include whether there is an overriding public interest to hear the 
evidence oraily; its nature and source render it unreliable, or its prejudicial effect outweighs 
its probative value. The general requirements of relevance and probative value, applicable to 

all types of evidence under Rule 89 (C), must also be satisfied.4 When a statement has been 
given by a person who is deceased, Rule 92 his (C) permits the admission of the statement 
provided that the Chamber finds from the circumstances in which the statement was made 
and recorded that there are satisfactory indicia of its reliability.5 

(i) indicia of reliability 

4. The Prosecution asserts that the statement lacks satisfactory indicia of reliability, 
noting that the statement was taken in the absence of any independent and impartial person. 
Furthermore, the witness did not make any separate declaration that the contents of the 
statement are true and correct. 

5. Based on the documents submiUcd by the Defence, the Chamber accepts tllat the 
witness is deceased. and that, accordingly, Rule 92 his (C) applies to the present situation.() 
The statement docs, in the Chamber's view, possess sufficient indicia of reliability to be 
admissible. The witness's statement was transcribed into French by the Legal Assistant of the 
Nscngiyumva Defence team and 1·ead back to the witness. In the first paragraph, the witness 
indicates that be '·freely declares as follows", and the statement is signed at the end by the 
witness, and witnessed by Co-Counsel for Nsengiyumva and the Legal Assistant. Co-Counsel 
has al.so signed an affidavit attesting that although the witness was in pain, he was lucid 
throughout the interview and gave his statement freely and willingly, and in Co-Counsel's 
opinion, was clearly aware of what he was doing. Moreover, the information contained in the 
statement is consistent with the witness's previous declarations and his \Viii-say statement? 

6. While it would have been preferable f-or the statement to have been witnessed and 
interpreted by persons other than those forming part of lhc Defence team for the Accused, the 
Chamber is satisfied, in light of the circumslances described ahove, that the statement 
possesses sati:,factory indicia of reliability under Rule 92 bis (C). 

(if) Acts and conduct of the accused 

7. The witness's statement can be divided into several sections. The first portion is an 
account of the background of the witness, and a general description of the organization and 

operation of his workplace, including an account of how messages were received from and 
sent to different Army units. This information describes the military background in April 
1994, wb1ch is expressly mentioned as appropriate for admission under Rule 92 his (A){i)(b), 

t Bago.fom eta/., Decision un Admission of Stah:menl:> by D~eased Witnesses (TC), 19 January 2005, para. 
15; Bagosora et al., Decision on Prosecutor's Motion for the Admission of Written Witness Statements Under 

92 bts (TC), 9 March 2004, para. 12. 
s Bagosora eta/., Decision on Admission of Statements by Deceased Witnessc:; (TC), 19 January 2005, pata. 

15; Galic Decision, para. 24 ("Both in form and in sub~tance, Rule 92 bis (C) merely excuses the necessary 
absence of the declaration required by Rule n bis (1\) tOr v.Titten statements to b~ome admissible under Rule 

92 his (A)); Muhimana, Decision on the Prosecution Motion for Admission of Witne01s Statement.~ (Hulc 89(C) 
and 92 bis) (TC), 20 May 2004, para. 26; Nylrama.sultuko et al., Decision on the Prosecution's Motion to 
remove From Her Witness List Five Deceased Witnesses and to Admit Into Evidence the Wilncss Sta\l.:ments of 

Four of the Said Witnesses (TC), 22 January 2003, para. 21. 
6 Bagosora eta/., Decision on Admission of Statements by Deceased Witnesses (TC), 19 January 2005, para. 

15; Ga/ic Decision, para. 24. 
1 The will-say for this witness was sent to all patties by M. Constant on 25 July 2005. 
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and does not relate to the acts and conduct of the Accused.8 Furthennore, the. testi~ony 
generally repeats testimony heard previously in the case, a factor which favours admission 
under Rule 92 bis (A)(i)(a)? This evidence is also relevant and probative, as required for 
admission under Rule 89 (C). Accordingly, the Chamber considers paragraphs I to 19 of the 
statement to be admissible. 

K The character of the Accused Nsengiyumva is also described in the statement. Rule 92 
bis (A)(i)(c) specifically mentions that this type of information is appropriate for admission. 1 
The Prosecution argues that the discussion of the Accused's chamcter lacks probative value 
as the declarant does not describe the basis for his knowledge of the Accused. Any such 
deficiencies may, in the Chamber's view, be appropriately evaluated in determining the 
weight to he given to the statement, and do not preclude admission. Accordin.gly, the 
Chamber admits paragraphs 24 and 25 of the witness's statement into evidence. 

9. Paragraphs 20 to 23 of the statement contain assertions by the witness that he did not 
see certain specific messages that are alleged by other witnesses to have been transmitted by 
the Accused in April 1994. These aspects of the witness's statement contradict testimony of 
Prosecution witnesses about the acts and conduct of the Accused Nsengiyumva, Bagosora 
and Kabiligi during this critical time~period. Statements tending to contradict evidence that 
the Accused carried out certain acts have been held to relatt.: to "proof of the acts and conduct 
of the accused" for the purposes of 92 bis (A). w The Chamber therefore considers that the 
information provided by the witness in paragraphs 20 to 23 concems the acts and conduct of 
the accused, and is, therefore, inadmissible. 

1 A similarly general account describing the Rwandan Air Force as it existed in April 1994 was admitted on this 
basis in Ragosora eta/., Decision on Admission of Statements by Deceased Witnesses (T(.'), l9 January 2005, 

eara. 25. 
Dagosora el al., Decision on Prosecutor's Motion for the Admission of Written Witness Statements Under 92 

his (TC), 9 March 2004, para. <S. 
•~ Kamuhanda, Dcdsion on Kumuhandu' s Motion to Admit into Evidence Two Statements by Witn~..:ss GER in 
Accordance with Rules 89(C) and 92 bis of the Rules of Procedure and Evidence, 20 May 2002, para. 29 ("The 
Chamber note.s that the statements of GER contradict the allegations made against the Accused as outlined in the 
Indictment against him. The Chamber considers that because of dmt contradiction, the said statements may be 
said to relate to the criminal acts and conduct of the accused"); Simba, llecisiGn on the Admissiun of a Written 
Rtatcm~..:nt (TC), 25 Januar)' 2005, para. 5 (The statement of a witness that an accused was not present at a 
massacre in which he was alleged to have participated was held logo to the a~:fs und conduct of the accused. 
"The Defence seeks to use it to support the Accused alibi that he was not present at Kaduha parish. This goes 
directly to proof oft he acts and conduct of the Accused by corroborating to some extent his alibi"); !lagos ora et 
ill., Decision on Prosecutor's Motion for AJmis~ion of Written Witness Statement {TC), \1 March 2004, para. 16 
("[The statement sought to be admitted must satisfY] Rule 92 bis, in that it goes to proof of a matter other than 
the acts and conduct of the Accused as charged in the Indictment, that is, that it does not contain evidence that 
tends to prove or disprove the Accused's acts or conduct as charged"'). 
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FOR TilE ABOVE REASONS, TilE CHAMBER 

DECLARES paragraphs 1 to 19 and 24 to 25 of the witness's statement be admitted as 
evidence; 

REQUESTS the Registry to ensure that the admitted docwnents are marked and assigned 
exhibit numbers; 

DENIES the Defence motion in all other respects. 

Arnsha, 11 December 2006 

Erik M0sc 
Presiding Judge 

[Seal ~f..!he Tribunal] 
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lekseevich Egorov 
Judge 




